Environmental Management Schedule 2013 - 14
Creating the right positioning, profile and profit for organisations, authors, entrepreneurs,
businesses and brands we are the Big Ideas Collective – a different kind of creative
communications, marketing and publishing agency.
This Environmental Management Schedule (EMS) sets out our activities, achievements and
targets across our environmental impact and ambition. We regularly review and adjust our
environmental targets, policies and initiatives to ensure we are not only compliant, but also making
the best use of our and our clients’ effort, budget and resources.
A virtual creative business, care for the environment is in imprinted in our DNA, here’s how we go
about it:

Lean and Green
Unlike traditional agencies we don't sit in resource hungry bricks and mortar buildings. We are a
‘virtual company’ operating from home based studios and coming together in the most effective
way to deliver what our clients’ need. Working on-site with our clients, using cloud working and
VoIP - today we use all available, appropriate and emerging technology to keep our carbon
emissions and client costs low.
Flexible, proactive and curious, our ability to extend our reach to involve expert consultants is
unlimited, which all adds up to great ideas and campaigns at an appreciably lighter burden on the
planet.
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Green Champions
Directors Ned Hoste & Jacky Fitt
Directors Ned Hoste and Jacky Fitt are both committed to reducing the impact of BIG’s activities on
the environment. Fully engaged and working in different sites, both are BIG’s Green Champions,
as they are responsible for and share BIGs environmental strategy and implementation; supporting
each other internally and leading client projects.
Jacky Fitt has been a member of Friends of the Earth since 1995.
Since 2008 we have been a registered supporter of WWFs global movement Earth Hour, to
recognise and raise the profile of our impact on the planet. In 2011 we re-coded our website to
promote the event by giving our visitors a ‘switch’ on the home page to darken our site and reflect
the Earth Hour campaign that calls for everyone to switch off all energy appliances for one hour.

Award Winning
In 2008, its founding year, the US based international Green Dot Awards gave our then fledgling
creative consultancy an Honourable Mention as blazing a trail for sound virtual businesses with
great eco credentials.

The Green Dot Awards is one of the world’s most prestigious green awards. It was established
with the intention to recognize outstanding products and services, which are manufactured and
delivered in an environmentally friendly way.
"Although the Green Dot Awards are worthy onto themselves, they are also a consumer guide to
excellence in environmentally-sustainable practices. A business with a Green Dot Award is a
business that can be trusted by consumers. Recognition from the Green Dot Awards allows
businesses to promote their products and services worldwide and be seen by an international
Jury.” www.greendotawards.com
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We are currently working towards our Investors in the Environment Silver Accreditation and this
EMS forms part of the accreditation process for setting out our practice, vision and policy.

BIG Sites: Admin Office – responsibility: Jacky Fitt
Design Studio – responsibility: Ned Hoste
Across both sites the following procedures are adopted:

Recycling
 All paper, card, plastic (as defined by City of York Council), tetra pack and glass waste is
recycled from the main admin office and studio.
 Reusable mugs and glasses used for drinks.
 Food waste is also composted at both sites.
 All printer cartridges are either recycled appropriately or submitted for ‘remanufacturing’.
 All old electrical equipment and any batteries are recycled through the City of York waste
recycling sites (Hazelwood Court).
 Composting of food waste.

Admin site: recycling boxes (and about town transport)

T: 01904 270 962
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Cleaning
 Ecover cleaning products used.

Fair Trade
 Rainforest Alliance certified Tea
 Café Direct coffee
 Green & Blacks Hot Chocolate

Admin site: cleaning and drink products

Utilities
Both the admin office and design studio are part of domestic residences, and, as such, utilities are
not easily or completely accurately measured. However, as electricity is the main utility for the
admin office we have collated the data to assess consumption, benchmark progress and set
targets.

Electricity
Admin Office
In 2012 – 13 we used 1,081.2 kWh of electricity. Our C02 emissions were 495 and our bill was for
£140.
Eight PV solar panels and a 2kw system were installed at our admin site in March 2013 by local
contractor Solarwall Ltd. We hoped to be able to cut our costs and emissions. Our goal was to
save 20% in C02 emissions and 50% on electricity costs.

T: 01904 270 962
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In 2013 – 14 we used 826.5 kWh of electricity. Our C02 emissions were 378 and our bill was £11.
We saved 24% in C02 emissions and 92% on electricity costs in 2013-14
See Appendix 1 for our full 2012-13 and 2013 –14 energy evaluation, impact and savings
breakdown. In Appendix 5 you’ll see our FIT Agreement.
Our goal for 2014-15 is to continue to find ways to save on our energy consumption and costs and
better these figures, ideally finding another 2% savings in C02 emissions.

Admin site: 2kw solar panels in action

Admin site: PV meter and isolation switch & Admin site: low wattage heater
– see Appendix 4 for FIT Agreement
As well as our PV solar panels, at the admin office we also have introduced:





Reduced wattage kettle – April 2013, using less water & electricity – admin site
Low wattage ceramic air heater – June, 2013 at admin site.
Low energy light bulbs installed from 2004.

T: 01904 270 962
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Design Site:




Low energy light bulbs installed on site from 2004.
Introduced energy monitor, October 2013 at Studio site to monitor and help lower energy
consumption. On waiting list for early adoption of Smart meter for energy saving.

Gas & Water
As both the admin office and design studio are part of residences the % use of gas and water
utilities for the business is very small and the main energy consumption lies in electricity. Printing
takes place with a subcontractor off-site. However, reductions have been made through the use
of the low wattage air heater in the admin office, as opposed to using gas central heating that
would heat the whole property. Plus, both sites still work to eliminate wastage and minimise their
use of water through:






Water use reduced through use of toilet ‘hippos’.
Any beverage cups washed up together at the end of the day, not individually.
Admin site has low wattage, small kettle to allow boiling of 1 or 2 cups as required.
Water butt on both sites to capture rain water to water office plants and window boxes.
Regularly check for dripping taps - repair and replace where necessary.

T: 01904 270 962
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Travel
Since the inception of BIG we have always sought to reduce the impact of our travel. Home based
we have no commute miles. As we travel to our clients, rather than them travelling to us, we can
be highly flexible in the way we do this and have worked hard to balance desire with punctuality
and realism.







Short journeys up to 2 mile walking
Journeys within City of York walls bicycle – admin office only
Journeys to Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Birmingham, London by train
Journeys over 2.5 - 3 miles by public transport
Journeys over 3 miles by car – car share wherever possible.
Use of low emissions vehicles

In 2013 – 14 we monitored and collated our travel data and found that:
On average our car sharing was at 31.5% and we saved a total of 331.6kgs in C02 emissions
(including use of train). 259 miles were saved by car sharing which equates to £43 in fuel
costs.
See Appendix 2 for our full breakdown of data and outcomes.
Our goal for 2014/15 is to continue to monitor and improve upon these figures, increasing our C02
emissions savings by a further 2%.
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Paper & Ink Consumption
In general reduction of paper and materials has been achieved through:





2008 establish non printing of emails wherever possible.



2012 adoption of cloud storage of files for shared working and archiving to reduce printing
and storage.





Online banking adoption to reduce paper and postage.

2008 All invoices sent via email and BACs payments requested from clients.
2008 Client materials and portfolio made available via PDFs for download to cut print and
postage.

2013 instigate use of iPads to make, store and produce meeting notes.
2013 adopted paper free BT account in 2012.

2009 - 2014 the BIG design site has reduced its consumption as follows:
Printer ink

colour cartridges by 75%
black & white cartridges by 100%
Paper
by 36%
Spray Mount by 100%
ALL the paper we use across our admin and design site is: FSC or PEFC and EU Ecolabel
paper stock from responsible sources. Today 100% of recyclable paper and card products
are recycled from our design site. Overall savings since 2009: £1,005.
See Appendix 3 for the full breakdown of our data.
Our goal for 2014-15 is to maintain these figures and increase paper savings by a further 2%.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
In line with BIGs green ethos and in our capacity as a creative communications agency, we
actively seek and get involved with local, national and international green projects and education
initiatives.

World Wildlife Fund’s global Earth Hour movement – March 29th 2014 at 8.30pm
The world’s biggest celebration for our brilliant planet! We have been a business member,
supporter and promoter since 2008.
In 2009 we recoded our website to offer site visitors
our website ‘off’ via a light switch. A playful way to
remind people about Earth Hour with calls to action
for them to join in the world wide initiative.
In 2014, 154 countries and 7,000 towns and cities
around the world come together to signal for change.
http://earthhour.wwf.org.uk

#passthepanda

Orang-utan Trust 2013 – 2014
International quality mark for palm oil products
Pro bono logo design work with this international charity for the protection of orang-utan’s and their
habitat has seen us design a packaging quality mark to show that the palm oil within the product
has been produced without detriment to the species or their environment.

T: 01904 270 962
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BIG Bee Programme 2013

We have set ourselves a target for 2014/15 to sponsor bee hives, as our way to help nurture and
support the honey bee.
Industrious, collaborative and highly social
Brilliant engineers and producers of a wonderful natural product, the demise of the honey bee is a
real danger to habitats, food production and the countryside as a whole.
‘Bee the change you want to see’
Our commitment: Starting in our home region of Yorkshire we aim to sponsor a hive in each region
of the UK where we have clients. This stretches from Yorkshire to the South East, the West and
further north. Our target is to eventually sponsor a hive in each of the 10 UK regions.
We also aim to promote our CSR with a standalone sub-branded campaign that will encourage
others to join us and also think about their own environmental impact.
See our article/press release in appendix.
Current hive count: 3

Yorkshire Dales
North East
London

See Appendix 5 for our press release.
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Zero Waste Week 2013
Zero Waste Week saw iiE, Biffa, the Environment Agency, Yorwaste, Love Food Hate Waste, Link
2 Energy and Leeds Metropolitan University come together for a week of events.
BIG Green Champion Jacky Fitt along with Yorkshire Energy Partnership staff collected more
than 10 bags of litter from the Fulford Road area of York.

Litter picking for Zero Waste week with Yorkshire Energy Partnership, 2013

Jo Rio/ Good Life Project 2012
Working with Steve Cinderby of The Stockholm Environmental Institute, Kate Lock of the Good
Life Project and the year 8 pupils of Joseph Rowntree School we set up an event to celebrate
the global Rio+20 Earth Summit.
Over three months we taught a group of 20 students how to put on an event looking at logistics,
branding, press and PR. They also had an opportunity to put their questions to the Nobel
Laureates at Rio+20 via video link, take part in Question Time with local and national politicians
and a number of activities focussed on sustainable communities.
Part of a reflection by one of the JoRio students on her experience:
“I will miss staying up late on my laptop, contacting people all night. I will miss having my entire
week revolve around Wednesday lunch time. I will miss wearing the Good Life badge. But what I
will miss most of all are the meetings. And the people. I’ll miss the people like mad. Even though
the Eco council is going ahead and I, for one, are brimming with ideas, I will miss finding out, little
by little, week by week how the summit’s going. I will miss Kate, Steve, Howard and Ned. But this
has been an unforgettable experience and that feeling of pride, joy, hope and teamwork will stay
with me forever. I will look at the picture of the Jo Rio’s and will smile.”
Molly Horner Year 9 Student

T: 01904 270 962
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The logo design for this initiative is our adaptation of the Joseph Rowntree School logo.

10:10 - 2010
In 2010 BIG signed up as a business participant of the 10:10 initiative.

This initiative strives to encourage everyone to cut their C02 emissions by 10%, we were slow to
start but by 2014 we smashed it! We still keep in touch with what the group are doing and how
they are campaigning on reducing carbon emissions.
www.1010global.org/uk

T: 01904 270 962
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Working with our clients
We attract clients from a diverse range of sectors and actively seek to work on environmentally
focused projects wherever we can. Our local, national and international environmental sector
clients include:

Branding and website development for this internationally renowned spin out from the University of
York.

Branding for main brand and sub-brands for this international organisation.

Copywriting for website re launch of this highly regarded local business.

T: 01904 270 962
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Our Environmental Policies ~ how we do business and who
is responsible? You will find all our policies available on our website.

Green Policy Jacky Fitt and Ned Hoste
BIG is highly committed to minimising the impact of its activities on the environment and
we are guided by the promotion and execution of environmentally friendly process and
procedures in reducing our carbon footprint through:






PREVENTION
REDUCTION
REUSE
RECOVERY
DISPOSAL

We always aim to:










Minimise waste by evaluating operations and ensuring they are as efficient as possible.
Minimise toxic emissions through the careful selection and use of its printers and print
technology.*
Actively use and promote recycling, and the use of recycled and FSC managed materials
both internally and amongst our customers and suppliers.
Source and promote a product range to minimise the environmental impact of both
production and distribution.
Meet or exceed all environmental legislation that relates to the company.
Save energy with ‘auto’ switch off equipment.
Minimise road miles through digital delivery of material for collaborators, customers and
suppliers via FTP services.
Use of VoIP, e.g. Skype for meetings, and training to reduce road miles when appropriate
and possible.
Use renewable energy wherever and whenever possible.
* See our Print Policy for further detail.

T: 01904 270 962
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Travel Policy Jacky Fitt and Ned Hoste
We work from home based studios in and around York and, as such, incur no commuting costs for
our permanent members of staff.
Wherever possible we adopt the following transport policy:







Short journeys up to 2 mile walking
Journeys within City of York walls bicycle – admin office only
Journeys to Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Birmingham, London by train
Journeys over 2.5 - 3 miles by public transport
Journeys over 3 miles by car – car share wherever possible.
Use of low emissions vehicles.

Print Policy

Jacky Fitt & Ned Hoste

As our activities involve printing and publishing we are very aware that we need to make all the
progress we can to minimise our impact in this resource hungry area. As such we have a
separate, more detailed Printing Policy.
Internal:
 Avoid printing out of emails.
 Use recycled stock printer paper.
 Purchase new printers with ‘sleep’ function to cut energy use.
 Printer cartridge use reduction, design studio has reduced printing so toner usage has
reduced from 1 set of cartridges every 6 weeks to 1 set every 3 months. Colour print only
when required, printing in mono wherever possible.
 Colour print outs only when needed for client facing documents.
 Re use of paper with both-side printing for drafting and client documents where appropriate
and re-use of used paper for written note taking.
 Scanning and email of documentation to reduce paper consumption and reduce postage.
External
 Engage printers with sound environmental ethos around resource use, FSC managed
stocks and recycled stock – currently Colour Options, Elvington.
 Using recycled paper stock with minimal bleach used in recycling process, if bright white
stock required we will use FSC managed stock, whereby a minimum of two trees is planted
T: 01904 270 962
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for every one felled and considerably lessened environmental impact due to less bleach
used in the process of making new high white coated paper than high white recycled paper.
Undertake regular print buying strategy and review with clients to help educate and ensure
minimal wastage of stock.
On longer print runs we aim to source litho printers you are using low impact print
techniques, for example: dry litho, environmentally friendly digital inks, formal recycling
policies, signed up to Dept. of Environment paper schemes.
Printing within the UK to reducing delivery miles.
When producing with larger display printing, pull-up banners etc. we source biodegradable
material and water-based inks. We also encourage clients to invest banner pop-ups which
have the ability to replace graphics when needed rather than replacing the whole pop-up
unit.

Sustainable Procurement Policy Jacky Fitt & Ned Hoste
We aim to buy the goods and services we consume and require as a business in an
environmentally sustainable and socially responsible manner as possible. To this end we know it’s
important that we continually review and refine our needs and research the right products based on
performance and environmental impact.
We aim to:







Focus on products or services that have the greatest environmental impact.
Examine products that are highly visible within the company; for example, stationery, or
office electrical equipment.
Attempt to use reused, refurbished, remanufactured and recycled-content products
wherever possible.
Use greener products available through existing suppliers, such as energy saving office
equipment and biodegradable cleaning products.
Support local manufacturing efforts by purchasing at least a portion of goods from local
manufacturers where they exist.
Actively encourage suppliers to provide products and services that have a minimum
adverse environmental impact, requesting suppliers to identify harmful processes and
materials in their manufacturing processes. Seek suppliers that are working towards the
phase out of such practices.

When buying goods and services we look at:
Resource Use and Recycling:
 Does production/extraction of the product cause ecological damage, such as loss of
habitats or damage to threatened species? Are there alternatives?
 Is this a remanufactured product?
 Can the product be re-used, refilled, recharged or reconditioned to extend its life?
T: 01904 270 962
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Can the item be easily upgraded by adding or replacing a part?
Does the product have a recycled content? What percentage?
Is the product accredited with a recognised environmental standard?
Can the product be recycled easily (in the workplace and/or local community)?

Hazardous content:
 Is the product or are its components hazardous to humans and/or the wider environment? If
yes, what are the health and safety implications and disposal requirements?
 Are there any non-hazardous alternatives available? E.g. chemical free cleaning products
 Are technical data sheets available?
Energy:
 Does the item use energy? (E.g. electrical appliances, equipment, machinery, space
heating or vehicles).
 If so, is the item as energy efficient as the alternatives?
 Does the item have energy consumption data for all operation modes?
Packaging:
 Can product packaging be reduced or eliminated?
 Is packaging made of recycled material(s)?
 Can packaging be re-used, recycled or returned?
Transportation:
 Is the product locally manufactured and/or locally supplied?
 Does the supplier have a Green Transport Plan for their operations?
Supplier Environmental reporting:
 Does the supplier have evidence of environmental credentials, e.g., a company
Environmental Management System including environmental policy?
 Does the supplier report on their environmental performance against set targets?

‘Switch it off’ Policy Jacky Fitt & Ned Hoste







Ensure all lights are switched off when not in a room.
Ensure all equipment is either off or in eco sleep mode if not in use
during the day, including monitors, printers, copiers, computers.
Ensure all equipment is switched off in evenings and at night.
Charge mobile phones, iPads and related chargeable equipment during the
day making use of solar energy at Admin site whenever possible.

T: 01904 270 962
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Action Plan - BIG eco goals for 2015 and beyond…
Link to our live online action plan to see the history of our achievements, what we’re
working on now and what we want to achieve in the future…

BIG ECO Action Plan 2008 - present
Plus, click on the links below to see our data monitoring.

Appendix 1

Utilities/energy – data monitoring

Appendix 2

Travel – data monitoring

Appendix 3

Print & Ink – data monitoring

If any of these links don’t work, please email: info@thebigideascollective.com

T: 01904 270 962
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Appendix 5

CSR

BIG Bee Programme Press Release

1st November 201331
March 2014

The Big Ideas Collective: Buzzing about the Environment
LOCAL COMPANY JOINS YORKSHIRE’S FASTEST GROWING
ENVIRONMENTAL SCHEME
The Big Ideas Collective (BIG) has recently signed up to Investors in the Environment and as part
of their accreditation have launched an initiative to support a little creature that plays a big role in
our health and environment - the honey bee.

A creative marketing and publishing agency based in York, BIG’s Co Director Ned Hoste explained
why they joined the iiE scheme: “We believe we all have a responsibility to look after what
resources we have and particularly how as a business we can demonstrate our commitment and
credentials. Investors in the Environment is a great way to do just that.”

Keen to make the most of their corporate social responsibility (CSR) work, fellow Co Director
Jacky Fitt explained why BIG has chosen to focus on the honey bee: “Industrious, highly social and
collaborative, the honey bee has a great work ethic yet it is under threat. One of nature’s main
pollinators, one out of every three mouthfuls of the food we eat arrives on our plate through
pollination, so what’s happening to their numbers is a real concern.
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“With few wild bees left the fate of the honey bee lies with the nation’s beekeepers and through the
British Beekeepers Association (BBKA) we have joined the ‘adopt a beehive’ scheme that allows us
to help fund research projects to help protect the bees.”

The Big Ideas Collective plans to support a hive in every region of the UK and to kick off this
initiative they have already supported two hives, one in Yorkshire and a second in the North East.
The Big Ideas Collective received a Green Dot Award in 2008 for its eco minded approach and
earlier this year installation of solar panels now means their admin office is largely powered by the
sun.

For more information about the Big Ideas Collective, their environmental achievements and to find
out more about the honey bees, visit www.thebigideascollective.com.

______________________________________________________________________________

“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's needs, but not every man's
greed.”
Mahatma Gandhi

Big Ideas Collective EMS co signatures:

Jacky Fitt

Ned Hoste

Jacky Fitt
Director, Big Ideas Collective

Ned Hoste
Director, Big Ideas Collective

28th March, 2014

28th March, 2014
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